Interview venue

Indian Social Institute
10, Institutional Area, Lodhi Road,
New Delhi - 110 003.
Land Mark: Behind Sai Mandir

Directions:

From Delhi Railway Station  →  Head south on Chelmsford Rd  →  Slight left onto Connaught Circus  →  Slight left onto Janpath  →  At Windsor Pl, take the 3rd exit and stay on Janpath  →  At the roundabout, take the 3rd exit and stay on Janpath  →  At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto Rajesh Pilot Marg  →  At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto Subramaniam Bharti Marg  →  Turn right onto Max Mueller Marg  →  Turn left onto Vardman Marg  →  Turn left after Digamber Jain (on the right)  →  Indian Social Institute.